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Extracting data from tlog files for plotting in Excel
Posted by Andrew Fernie on May 11, 2012 at 6:00pm

I wanted to analyze some data from a tlog file and figured that Excel would be the most flexible  way so I created a little utility to extract the data I was interested in
and save it as a comma separated value (CSV) file. Each selected parameter is in a separate column, and Excel can open  the csv directly.

Note that it can't open the tlog file directly. You must use the Mission Planner to convert it to txt format. so:
1. From the APM Mission Planner Flight Data page select "Telemetry Logs", then "Tlog > Kml or Graph", then "Convert to Text". 

2. Select the tlog file you are interested in, and the Mission Planner will create a txt file in its log folder. 

3. Open the txt file in this program and it will parse the file and list the available parameters in the left tree control. Double click on the parameters you are interested in
and they will be selected and displayed in the right tree control. If you want to remove a parameter from the selected list, double click it.

4."Save As" and provide an output file name. This will produce the csv file that you can open in Excel and plot as desired. The file will look like this, where each row
was produced from one packet in the input file that contained at least one of the selected parameters.

If you want to re-use the list of parameters you can save and re-load them from the "configure" menu. These are simple text files you can edit directly if you like.

I am not familiar with the deloyment process for C# programs, so I have placed the entire project folder here. 
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